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Introduction
This work presents the integration and operation of a face emotion analysis service in a homecare/mHealth application. The developed service is fully
integrated in the WebRTC video communication and supports the medical experts to perform real-time analysis of their patients’ emotional status
during interactive video-conference sessions.

Emotion Analysis Operational Scenarios

System Architecture

Initial implementation (scenario 1): all steps of the analysis are executed on the cloud
introducing considerable overhead on the network
Improved version (scenario 2): the face detection operation was ported to the web
application and the browser by using the recent implementation of OpenCV library in
JavaScript which allows the execution of OpenCV models in the browser.

Built on top of an existing mHealth and assisted living
solution.
Users are able to communicate with their relatives, caregivers
and doctors to discuss their health status.
Two key elements which operate complementary:
• the frame (or face) extraction component which can either
run on the cloud platform or it can be integrated with the
web application (i.e. runs in the browser), and
• the emotion analysis services which they are deployed on
the cloud platform and they are called remotely.
The analysis results are stored in the Personal Heath Record
(PHR) of each patient.

The Emotion Analysis Process in pseudocode
while (video_conference_active) {
frame ← extractFrame();
If (findFace(frame)) {
face ← cropFace(frame)
resizedFace ← resize(face, 48, 48)
grayScaleResizedFace ←
transform(resizedFace,GRAYSCALE)
emotions ← analyseFace(grayScaleResizedFace)
If (emotions) {
showEmotions(emotions)
storeEmotions(emotions)
}
}}

Experimentation Results
Experiments

Process

Scenario 1
(480x640)

Scenario 2
(480x640)

Scenario 1
(240x320)

Scenario 2
(240x320)

Extract Frame

9 ms

9 ms

7 ms

7 ms

Convert to Grayscale

5 ms

5 ms

5 ms

5 ms

Detect Faces (opencv)

-

105 ms

-

37 ms

Draw square at face

-

4 ms

-

4 ms

Crop face (48x48)

-

4 ms

-

4 ms

Create picture file

107 ms

6 ms

34 ms

5 ms

Upload File

380 ms

42 ms

196 ms

41 ms

Time (sum)

501 ms

175 ms

242 ms

103 ms

Data Size (bytes)

330740

3611

123574

3502

The System in Practice
Emotion analysis functionality is provided transparently to
the rest of the homecare platform.
On the web endpoint, the medical experts can enable the
use of the emotion analysis service. The results of the
emotion analysis are returned in JSON format and in turn,
visualized in the UI.
The analysis processes run in the browsers and the cloud
platform, and no additional software installation or
equipment is required.

Conclusions
The service is integrated in real-time video communication providing insights for the
emotional status and quantify aspects such as patient’s stress, which is considered highly
valuable especially in cases of patients with depression.
The future plans for extensions and improvements will focus on the complete execution
of the emotion analysis in the browser.
In addition, the current analysis models will be extended in order to support the
correlation of the emotion analysis with the biosignal measurements and daily activity of
individual patients and groups providing holistic knowledge to medical experts.
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